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A
ccelerating Growth in Indiana’s Mid-Market Companies can be viewed as somewhat of a
daunting moniker for the Indiana Chamber Foundation’s latest research study. A
quick breakdown, however, explains the name and details the importance of the effort.

Accelerating Growth is the title of the state’s strategic economic development
plan released in 2006. That blueprint emphasizes the importance of growing
from within to balance business attraction efforts. In other words, help existing

(and profitable) Indiana businesses reach even greater levels of success.
Mid-market companies, for the purpose of this study, are defined as firms with between $5

million and $100 million in annual sales. They are Indiana-based, for-profit organizations. There
are 3,958 companies that fit this description.

Why is it important to study approximately 4,000 companies when there are more than 240,000
business establishments in the state? Although they comprise less than 2% of all companies in the
state with sales revenue, the mid-market businesses employ 28.5% of all workers and produce
36.2% of all sales.

“Those numbers tell the story about why this project is so critical,” Indiana Chamber President
Kevin Brinegar states. “These companies represent a powerful segment of our economy – one that
deserves special attention in removing potential barriers and identifying catalysts for growth.” 

Nearly one-third of the total sales from the mid-market companies are for businesses headquartered
in the nine-county Central Indiana region. All 11 of the Indiana Department of Workforce
Development’s regions are represented, though, with more than 13% of the total sales coming
from both the South Bend-Elkhart area and northeast Indiana.

Nathan Feltman, Indiana’s secretary of commerce and chief executive officer of the Indiana
Economic Development Corporation (IEDC), offers that “this touches all areas and types of businesses
within the state. We have recorded a high number of existing business expansions in the past
two and a half years, but anything that gives us additional information about successful Indiana
companies will only benefit our work in the future.”

Indicators are that this is a unique area of study within the nation. While all states, including
Indiana, must focus on attracting newcomers and boosting start-ups, an even more structured
approach to helping successful companies grow could give Indiana an advantage over its competitors.

Gathering the data
A variety of methods are being utilized to learn more about these companies. The primary focus

will be listening to leaders of these organizations – through an online survey, researcher interviews
and critical one-on-one discussions between the company leaders and their business peers.

Members of the Indiana Chamber board of directors (and/or representatives of their companies)
will be conducting many of these discussion sessions. These board members, leaders of a cross
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section of successful Indiana organizations, will gather
information and insights about the mid-market companies.
Short-term obstacles to success will be addressed as
soon as possible by the study steering committee, with
interview data compiled to present a clear picture of
what is needed to help the mid-market companies
experience even greater growth.

“As someone who works with companies throughout
this country and internationally, we recognize the
importance of confidentiality,” shares Steve Walker,
chairman, president and CEO of Walker Information,
a research and consulting company. “While the individual
company information we learn will not be made
available, the compilation of data will be invaluable
for current and future economic development efforts.”

Final outcomes
How will this data be used?

• Expand connectivity between the mid-market
companies (early anecdotal findings show that
some of these companies do nearly all their business
outside the state of Indiana)

• Deliver opportunities for enhanced regional and
cluster growth

• Provide recommendations for public and private
sector initiatives to enhance growth

• Build on the confidential database to assist future
expansion and retention efforts

“Indiana could well have an advantage over its
competitors with this database at its disposal,” shares
Larry Gigerich, managing director of the Ginovus
economic development firm. “We’re proud to be involved
in helping collect and analyze this information.
Indiana’s existing mid-market companies will be the
ultimate beneficiaries.”

In addition to those already identified – Indiana
Chamber, IEDC, Walker Information and Ginovus –
the study partners also include an impressive list of
public and private entities:
• Butler University Business Accelerator
• Cambridge Capital Management Corp.
• Clifton Gunderson LLP
• Duke Energy
• Krieg DeVault
• National City Bank
• NiSource
• Indiana Department of Workforce Development
• Indiana Secretary of State’s office

“The Chamber has released a series of important public policy studies over the past dozen
years,” Brinegar concludes. “Never, however, have we been able to compile such an impressive
array of partners. I’m confident that the results will set the stage for further economic growth.”

I N F O R M A T I O N  L I N K

Resource: For more information about the study, contact Mark Lawrance, Chamber vice
president of corporate development, at (317) 264-6893 or mlawrance@indianachamber.com.
Learn more about other Indiana Chamber studies at www.indianachamber.com/studies.asp
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